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Abstract: This paper examiues bus performances to identify the operating deficiencies and

their causes anlong the l3 selected bus routes in Bangkok. Fourteen performance indicators

were chosen based on the availability of data. It was found that alnong these l3 selected bus

routes, 4 routes namely routes 47, A26,62 and 106 were classified as poor perfbrmance.

routes. These tbur routes were further examined in detail to identify the causes of

deficiencies and to improve their operation. For bus route 4?, results of statistical and GiS

analyses have identified that operating deficiencies are caused mainly by low labor efficiency

and low vehicle revenues. Operating deficiencies of bus route A26 are due mainly to low

pu.*.ng". trips which resulted from insufficient number of buses. Bus route 62 has problems

iuitn pSor laLor efficiency, low vehicle revenues and ineffective bus maintenance duration'

Bus.oute 106 has the same problems as of bus route 62. To minimize these deficiencies, the

iollowing recommended measures are proposed: employees must be properly allocated

among bis routes, provision of incentive rewards to good.and proper manner drivers, increase

the nrimber of operating buses, rescheduling of bus maintenance duration and implementation

of bus priority scheme.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In spite of the fact that the first ever rail mass transit has been operated in Bangkok which is

to.Aty known as the BTS (Bangkok Mass Transit System), but with its limited route

.ou"r"g"r, bus transit is still the rnost irnportant nrode of urban public transportation'

Currenily, the services ofbus transit in Bangkok and other five nearby provinces are under the

,run"g"rrr.nt of the state owned elterprise known as the Bangkok Mass Transit Authority or

BMTA. However, despite of its significance in providing mobility to public commuters,

BN{TA buses are still fai for being rvell accepted by the Bangkokians, Worst still, ineffective

and inefficient bus operations have often been mentioned as one of the major causes of severe

tratfic congestion pioblems in Bangkok. As such, there is an urgent need to provide a

reasonable suggestion for bu.s service improvement. This paper presents the results of the
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performance evaluation which is applied as a diagnostic tool to identify operational
deficiencies and their causes at the route level of bus operations in Bangkok. Comparison
performance among bus routes by using Z-score values, statistical analysis which include the
concept of Geographic Information System or GIS are applied to identify operaring
deficiencies and their causes ofthose poor-operation routes.

2. DATACOLLECTION

Thirteen bus routes of Zone 4 of the Bangkok Mass Transit Authority (BMTA) were selected
to identify their operating deficiencies. Among these l3 bus routes, there were a total of 36g
buscs under operation, of which 93 buses are air-conditioned buses. Fourteen performance
indicators were selected based on the availability of data of these 13 bus rout;s. These 14
indicators. which can be categorized under the resource efficiency, service effectiveness and
resource et'fectiveness, are presented as shown in Table l. Data were obtained during the
period of October 1988 to September 1999.

3. ANALYSIS OI! PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

All these 14 performance indicators were determined for all I3 bus routes and presented as
Resource Efficiency, Service Effectiveness and Resource Effectiveness indicators.as shown in
Tables 2, 3, and 4, respectively. To determine the acceptable and unacceptable bus routes,
this paper ranked the overall performance indicators among all bus routes by using Z-score
values as the method of ranking. Valucs of Z-score represented the difference of lhe value
from group's mean and sign of Z-score also indicated the value greater than or less than the
group's mean of each indicator. The score in a bus route for ranking was determined from
conrbining Z-score value of every indicators in the bus route. Although, this is just a relative
comparison, Z-score approach was employed in this study as one of thi evaluation techniques.
This paper also used other approaches to identify the deficiency bus routes, however, due to
the limited number of pages in presenting this paper, it is not possible to present other
techniques in this paper. Nevertheless, results obtained from othei approachejrevealed the
similar findings of Z-score approach.

It must also be noted that certain indicators appeared to inverse with their Z-score values. For
example, high value of OEXP/VRKM means more expenditures in operating bus services
which indicated low resource efficiency. Similarly, other indicators are BDOWN/MVRKM,
oEXP/BUS. ACC/MVRKM, and oEXp/TRIp. Therefore, for Z-score ranking, it is
necessary to reverse the sign of Z-score (from positive to negative and vice versa) f6r these
mentioned indicators. Computation of Z-score values of all indicators for each ind.ividual bus
route were then compared by ranking and the results are summarized as shown in Table 5.

It can be seen from Table 5 that the highest overall performance of bus operation is bus route
number 205 while the lowest performance is bus route number 106. As summation of Z-
scores for all bus routes must be equal to zero, it can separate bus routes to be either
acceptable or unacceptable bus routes. The acceptable performance group is those bus routes
with positive Z-score sign and these are bus routes ranking tiom I't to 9'h. These consisted of
busroutes.205,12,89,136. 13, 1,7i,i4and4. onrhecontrary,thclastthreerankings,ranks
l0th to l3th bus routes are classified as unacceptable performance group which consisted of
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bus roures 47, A26,62 and 106. These four bus routes, are further examined to identity the

causes of deficiencies to improve their operation through statistical and GIS analyses'

4. STATISTICAL AND GIS ANALYSES

The statistical mean of all fourteen indicators were calculated for all thirteen bus routes and

were used as criteria to determine the operating deficiency of the.se unacceptable bus routes'

nnl. inai"ator, which has its value lessihan the mean, was considered as poor performance

indicator. Furthermore, the concept of GIS was used to assist in identifying causes of bus

operatingcleficiencytttroughthegcographicalpresentatio.nofbusroutesonthedisplay
program. Table 6 presents itrose lnOicatori that were classifie6 as poor indicators of the lour

unacceptable bus routes, while the geographic lresentations of 
,these 

fbur routes are

displayed as shorvn in nigur", I to 4,rcipcc-tirety. 'ite findingson these statistical and GIS

,,i"ft*. are considereO igether.to identify deficiencies and thei' causes of these routes as

presented on the following sub-sections'

4.1 Bus Route Number 47

As can be seen from Table 6 that to improve the bus services of route nttmber 47' there are 6

per{brrnance indicators that this particuia^ Lui route must improve' All these 6 indicators ar:

listedundertheresourceefficiency.TheseareVRKlwoEMP'VRKM/BUS.oEMP/VRKM'
VRKMiFUEL, OEXP/BUS and ACC/IvIVRKM'

The first cited indicator. vRKM/OEMP indicated the poor labor efficiency' Bus route. 47

needs ro improve,t"lr-pioau"ti*ty per employee. secondly, VRKM/BUS indicated the low

utilization of vehicles. 
^ 

Bus route 47 needs to improve their re venues per bus' The third

indicator, oEXp/vRKM reflected the expenses and revenues generated oer km-a,s--r9ute-j]

needs to reduce ,o-" 
"*p"nJitures 

and/or increase more revenues. while vRKM/FUEL

revealed the fuel efficiency as route 47 has to improve their fuel consumption' considering

theoperatingcostspgruus(opxpmus),it"onb"seenthatbusroute4Tmustreducetheir
expenditures for every "p"i"irg 

bus. .Finally, 
regarding. the safety in providing services,

ACCA4VRKM, bus route 47 indlcated the rather high accident rates per trip.

Revierving the characteristics of this bus route through the presentation of Arc View as shown

inFigure l,itcanu".i"uriyseenthatthis-bus.routepassedmanycongestedareas. 
Thisroute

served passeng"r, uto'g Ri*u + noua, phya Thai Road, Democraric Monument, etc. and all

these areas are considered to be congested areas in Bangkok. High l_evel of traffic congestion

alongtlrisroutehasresultedtothelowVRI(M/BUS,lowVRKM/FUELbuthigh
of,iPlvnru and also high oEXP/BUS'

4.2 Bus Route Number A26

unlikethebusroute4T,routeA26needstoimproveth-elrserviceeffectiveness
(TRIP/VRKM. TREv/Bus and BUS/LEN) and their resource effectiveness (OEXP/TRIP'

.flUp/FUEL, TRIpiBus and TREV/OEXp). The low value of TRIP/VRKM of bus route

A26 indicated the tow service utilization that this bus route needs to improve' In addition'

this route also needs to inrprove their revenues generated through. ticketing (fares) as its

indicator (TREV/BUS) r"", lo*. Judging f'om1he Arc View which displays the route
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configuration as shown in Figure 2, it can be seen that route A26 has shorter length as
compared with bus route47. Howbver, it mustbe noted that there were only 8 buses for this
route. The insufficient number of buses of bus route 47 caused BUS/LEN indicator to be
much lower than the mean.

On the other hand, bus route A26 had to cut down their operaring expenses per trip
(OEXP/TRIP). Besides, this bus route also needs to attract more pirr"ng.., to use its services
(TRIP/FUEL' TRIP/BUS). Finally, if passengers can be incrcased,lhen hopefully more
revenues would be generated and its indicator TREVioEXp can improve.

4.3 Bus Route Number 62

Sirnilar with bus route 47, route 62 also needs to improve its resource efficiency indicators(VRKM/OEMP, VRKM/BUS, OEXPA/RKN,I, VRKMIFUEL, BDOWNA4VRKM,
OEXP/BUS and ACC/MVRKM). However, unlike route 47, bus route 62 must also improve
the resource effectivencss (oEXP/TRIP, TRIP/FUEL and TRIp/BUS). Closely 

"*uniinirgthe displayed route configuration as shown in Figure 3, it can be noticed that route number 6i
alst'r operated along congested streets like Sathorn Road, Wireless Road, New phetchaburi
Road, Ratchapranop Road and also Victory Monument. All these mentioned streets are
widely known in Bangkok as the all day congested roads. As such. similar reasons as of bus
route 47 can also be applied to route 62. Besides, not only bus route 62 nccds to improve
labor efficiency, vehicle utilization, fuel efficiency, bus breakdown problem, and operaiional
safety, this bus route also needs to increase more passenger trips.

4.4 Bus Route Number 106

If consider only Z-scores of all performance indicators of all 13 bus routes, then it can be
concluded that bus route 106 had the poorest performance among other routes in Zone 4.
Unfortunately, results obtained from statistical analysis also verifiei that bus rou," ioo nl"a.to improve almost all of its performance indicators: resource efficiency indicators
(VRKM/OEMP, VRKM/BUS, OEXP/BUS, ACCA{VRKM); service etfectiveness indicarors(TRIP/VRKM, TREV/BUS, OEXP/BUS); and resource effecriveness indicarors
(OEXP/TRIP' TRIP/FUEL, TRIP/BUS, TREV/OEXP). In other words, out of all selected 14
performance indicators, ohly 3 indicators that were found to be acceptable. These indicated
that bus route 106 needs to improve nearly all aspects. while thesl improvements are the
same as of other three bus routes as mentioned earlier, it must be also noted that there were
onll' 7 buse.s operate along this route. This yielded similar problem as of bus route 426 thatthe BUS/LEN indicator needs to be improved. Furthermore, viewing this bus route
configuration through GIS as shown in Figure 4, it can also be stated that ,i-i1". findings on
the congestion conditions were also observed along this bus route. Its route begiis at
Sathupradit and operates along Rama 4 Road, sathorn Road, Ladya Road and ends at"wong-
vien-Yai Roundabout. All these streets are widely known as conjested srreets which affected
several performance indicators of this bus route.
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Conclusions

This papcr exatnines performance evaluation by using performance indicator analysis to
identily the operating deficiencies.and their causes among the thirteen bus routes in Tnne 4 of
BMTA. Fourtecn indicators were selected base on the availability of data. It was known that
among the thirteen bus routes, four routes namely routes 47, A26, 62 and 106 were classitied
as poor performance bus routes. Thus, these four bus routes were examined in detail to
identify their operating deficiencies and causes of deficiencies. Causcs of deficiencies
identificd in tlris paper can be used to establish managerial actions for irnproving the
operation of these bus routes. Furthermore, the Geographic Information System or GIS
conccpt rvas applied to irssist in revealing the causes of operating deficiencies of these bus
rou te s.

5.2 Recommendations

Based on the findings of this paper, the following recommendations are rnadc to improve bus
operations of 7,one 4.

Bus routes 47, 62, and 106 are facing with poor labor efficiency problent. It is

reconrnrended to rearrange some employees of these bus routes to other needed bus routes
such as routcs 89, A?6, etc. Distributing of proper proportion of employees among all bus
routes can alleviatc the poor labor efficiency of Zone 4.

Although, BMTA has a policy to offer rewards to those enrployees who are punctual and
high responsible, it is recommended that BMTA should also encourage staff in particular
drivers to drive their buses safely through any incentivc scheme such as an award for
2-5,000 km accident free driving campaign, etc. This such incentive program may help
rninirnize the poor operational safety of certain bus routes as identified in this papcr as

routes 47. 62 and 106.

Bus routes 426 and 1.06 operated with unreasonable and insufficient nunrbcr of buses.
Apparently, there should have any managerial actions to add more buses to these trvo
t'outes.

Presently, BI,{TA hired a contractor to maintain and repair all of thcir buses. The
contractor prepared the maintenance schedule for each bus route. It is apparent that bus
route 62 needs to reschedule its maintenance duration or else to replace its own troubled-
engine buses with the new buses if possible.

Results obtained through GIS indicated the similar findings that those unacceptable bus
routes had to travel through various congested streets which affected bus performances.
Concerned authority should consider to seriously inrplement the bus priority scheme, e.g.
bus lanes effectively and elficiently.
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Table l. Pcrfornrance Indicators

Table 2. Resource Efficiency Performance Indicators

Performance
Indicators

Mean ings of Pcrformance Indicators

VRII\4 / OEMP Vehicle revenues-km per operating employee

VRKM / BUS Vehicle revenues-km per operating bus

OEXP / VRKI,I Operating expenses per vehicle revenue-km

VRKN{ / FUEL Vehicle revenues-km per Iiter of fuel

BDOWN/ MVRICM Breakdowns per million vehicle revenue-kn't

OEXP iBUS Opcrating cxpcnses pcr operating bus

AC]C / N,IVRK}4 Accidehts per million vehicle revenue-knt

]'RIP / VRK},I Passenger trips per vehicle revenue-krn

TREV / BUS Ticket revenues per operating bus

BL;S / I,EN Operating'buses per km of routc length

Resourcc Effeclivcness

OEXP / TRIP Operating expenses per passenger trip
.|RIP 

/ FUEL Passenger trips per liter of fuel

TRIP / BUS Passenger trips per operating bus

TREV / OEXP Ticket revenues per operating expense

o[xP
vRK]\I

VRKIVI
F{-ML

BDOWN
IWVRKIlI

ACC
1\{!RKNI

13 52.90 73.59 2t.83 2.24 3.t 37 8 8.7-5 5.4

74 58.04 86.6 r 19.22 2.3 8 6 3-s 85.80 r2.3

136: 68.76 229.70 21.06 2.08 6 4836.3 I (r.(r

73.77 251 88 18.24 z.4t .2 1594.40 3.8

I 66.87 199.6.1 r9. t3 2.92 2.t 3819.62 9.6

,. 62 49.28 t76.43 29.11 1.9-5 q.! 5 r 35.33 8.5

77 72.63 230.13 18.99 2.41 l.l 4371.O5 t2.o

89 81.99 264.27 14.80 2.86 2.t 3910.69 4.'7

106 59.91 61.39 20.54 2,92 0.0 33 14.9 I 7.9

4 48.82 82.33 29.fi t.94 2.5 5307.98 -5. I

47 48.88 6l .ll 26.80 2.29 1.2 4326.56 8.9

'12 5 8.0-5 90.10 23.1 8 2.21 0.-1 .14 I 2.86 8.8

A26 76.51 220.26 t1.62 3.78 1.6 3880.98 1.6
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Table 3. Service Effectiveness Performance Indicators

Table 4. Resource Effectiveness Performance Indicators

TRrP/VRKI\,I I rnAVrnUS ,EN

5.56 3,375.35 543.80

74'
136

4.45 2,913.48 383.59

3.88 4,719.21 617.44

r ,,r205 3.72 4,242.82 821.70

I 3.83 2,779.44 782.58

62 1.94 4,834.10 136.28

17 3.31 3,961.48 459.62

2.88 2,66t.79 3 r4.00

I0(r 2.30 r,300.69 167.36

'1 5.09 5,324.59 861.33

47 4.80 3,561;12 739.23

12 4.78 4,192.52 780.25

t.47 1,424.43 208.93

tt
Route IOEXP/TRIP I 

TRIP/TU TRIP/BU

3.93 12.43 965.28 0.89

4.32 10.58 830.43 0.81
. .1a6 5.12 8.07 891.85 0.98

4.90 8.96 937.14 0.92

4.99 I 1.19 7&.80 0.73

bz 7.39 7.70 695. I 0 0.94

71 5.73 7.99 't62.88 0.9 r

E9 5.14 8.23 76t..02 0.68

106 8.91 6.74 3't1.95 0.39

5.72 9.88 927.92 r.00

A26'

5.59 10.97 1'?4.01 0.82

4.85 r 0.58 909.98 0.95

I 1.99 s.56 323.8r 0.37
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Table 5. Rank of Bus Routes in Znne 4

3us route,,'

1 205 7.6t6
) 72 3.549

89 3.087

4 136 3.082

l3 3.045
I 2.s09

1 77 1.488
J] 74 0.232
9 4 0.222

47 -1.627

I A26 -5.492
t2 62 -6.429
t3 106 1t.282

Table 6. Selected indicators for Poor Performance Bus Routes

Note: symbol (*) means indicators that contrary in meaning of indicator
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GIS Analy'ses

Figure 1. Geographic Presentation of Bus route 47

Gulf
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,{lnbound
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Bus Route No. 426
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Figure 2. Geographic Presentation of Bus route A26
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Figure 3. Geographic presentation of Bus route 62
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Figure 4.Geographic Presentation of Bus route 106
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